
 

Minutes from KMIP face-to-face 14-Sep-2012 (Day3) 

 

Meeting called to order 8:30 am EDT by Bob Griffin. 

 

Roll call was taken. Quorum was not achieved. 

Agenda 

Topics for discussion: (Since quorum is yet to be achieved) 

 

 Review of decisions from yesterday 

 Alternate encodings 

 Making profiles more effective 

 Conclusions on what we want to support 

 

Quorum achieved at 8:45 am (additional attendees on phone and in room). 

 

Tim moves that we approve agenda as proposed, Mike seconds. Hearing no 

objections/abstentions, agenda is approved. 

 

Review of decisions 

 

Tim:  Usage Guide info generally should be included in other docs. 

 

Denis: need to review and re-allocate content across the various documents (profiles, use cases and 

usage guide) 

 

AI: Judy/Indra/BobG: review  Usage Guide to determine whether to remove information, create 

new organization (assumptions / guidance on functionality / how to implementation attestation, 

etc) (date tbd) 

 

Other KMIP Representations 

 

BobG: Google maps API, dropbox raises issue of alternative representations of KMIP  such as 

JSON. 

 

Mike: Json makes sense especially for user interfaces 

 

Tim; also driver to express in readable format. Test representation should not lose info. As soon as 

talking xml, issue of expression comes to fore, including making generation of soap work. Already 

have customers who do this to generate binary TTLV. Also using this in the testing tools help to 

write test cases 

 

AI: Tim/BobG: present updated proposals on alternative protocol representations  

 



 

KMIP Profiles 

 

Subhash: Profiles can be mechanism that a client could use to determine scope of interop testing 

(instead of the whole test cases document) 

 

BobG: Tried with key foundry and key store. But moved towards groups of functionalities rather 

than on use cases 

 

Tim: for V1.2, tie profiles to use cases. Start with subset of core SNIA 

 

Bob L: Need section around how to create a profile? Put core things like authentication, etc. 

 

BobG: need to determine if we put a cloud profile, storage profile, use cases in the profiles doc 

itself but leave them in separate documents 

 

Tim: Test cases should also be included along with the profiles in a non-normative manner 

 
AI: BobG/Subhash/BobL: create draft proposal/example of Profile doc and library revision, based on f2f 
discussion (date tbd) 

 

 

Discuss V1.2 schedule 

 

Bob goes over the various items that were on the 1.2 plate (must have vs. nice to have). 

 

BobG: Discussion of re-chartering for KMIP TC. Recommendation from Chet that w complete 

V1.1 first. 

 

TimH: requires new extra 60-day public review. 

 

BobG: consensus that we defer re-charter until OASIS vote is complete  

 

Tim moves that we adjourn; Bob L seconds. Hearing no objections/abstentions, we are adjourned 

at 11:15 a.m. EDT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


